Abstract-In consideration of robot's bumpy moving condition, a camera height dynamic compensation algorithm which based on characteristics of parallel lines was raised up, this camera height dynamic compensation algorithm is based on inherent characteristics that two parallel lines parallel to each other to conduct a dynamic compensation for the heights of robot vision camera. After comparing the calibration deviation of this algorithm with the calibration deviation of Opencv calibration algorithm, this algorithm showed a better result. According to the undulating road experiment result, the height which counted by this algorithm is closer to actual height than the height counted by other algorithm. Analysis and experiment results shows that this calibration compensation algorithm can significantly reduce calibration error which caused by undulating road.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile robot processes and analyzes environment images in order to distinguish surrounding objects. In this process, mobile robot need recreate or distinguish targets according to camera captured images, therefore, calibrate the camera is essential. There are many foreign scholar's researches of monocular camera calibration, most of them using a fixed reference such as plane grid and three-dimensional grid to do calibration. For example, the ARGO system of the University of Parma, Italy [1] assumes that the camera internal parameters are known, then draws grids which have known dimensions on the ground, after that, it using grid intersections to calibrate external parameters. The position of those calibration points relative to the vehicle coordinate system is known. GRASP Laboratory of the University of Pennsylvania use straight lines which represent the traffic lane to do external parameters calibration , Song Xuefeng, etc.use the grids on ground to do calibration, through introduction of series image processing technologies such as edge extraction, Hough conversion, Vanishing Point detection, etc. to conduct the line detection of the grid-like ground images in both vertical and horizontal direction, then determine the location of calibration points, and finally achieved rapid calibration of the camera.
II. THEORY
There are four coordinate system involved in the camera's imaging geometry [2] 
-(i, j).
Assume the ground is flat, camera coordinate system origin is on the camera's optical center, direction of the optical axis is Xc, roll angle relative to the robot is φ(the clockwise tilt which observed along the direction of robot's travel is positive), pitch angle is θ(upward is positive), Orientation angle is ψ(point to the left side of robot's travel direction is positive), in world coordinate system, the coordinate of the optical center t= (l,b,h 
Among them ,R is rotation matrix, t is translation matrix(vector).
For line L, which is on the flat ground surface and parallel to longitudinal axis of robot body Xv, and the distance from the line L to Xv is a, the parametric equations of the line L in robot vehicle coordinate system can be expressed as:
s is any real number. Below is the transformation relation between the image plane coordinate system and pixel coordinates:
Among the formula, d x , d y are respectively represent the effective distance between two adjacent pixels (mm / pixel) in the horizontal direction (x direction) and in the vertical direction (y -direction); (ci ,cj) are the coordinates of the 
Take formula (3) into (4), we can obtain:
In image coordinate system, the line slope is:
According to formula (3) and (6) (7), then solve the simultaneous equations, the result is:
According to formula (5)、(6) and (8), we can get
When the camera is fixed to the robot body, l, b is almost no change during robot's moving process, so these two parameters can be considered as fixed, we can measure these two parameters after assembling the camera onto robot body, but since h is a dynamic parameter vary with robot's bumpy moving condition, so we need to conduct dynamic measurement during travelling process of robot.
The detailed measuring method is: Pick any straight line from pixel coordinate system which parallel to pixel axis i, this line have two intersections (a,b)with any two lines which parallel to XV in images, in world coordinate system, these two intersections correspond to point A and B, the distance between point A and B is d, shown as figure 1. 
According to above formula, when the value of d is known, take the calculated value of θ、ψ、φ into formula (15),we can get the value of h. Based on the value of h which derived by formula (15)，and combining other calculating processes of parameter calibration, we can obtain the camera external parameter h which can adapt to the dynamic changes in the external environment. So, we can carry out accurate transformation between world coordinate system and the camera coordinate system accordingly.
III. METHOD

A. Calculate the Value of θ. Ψ. φ in Rotation Matrix
Calculate the value of θ、ψ、φ in rotation matrix is conducted in three situations, shown as figure 2to4: In the first situation, there are 3 obvious parallel lines and an obvious vanishing point of those 3 parallel lines exist in captured images. The pixel of vanishing point P H （u h ,v h ）is obviously displayed on the image,in this situation, we just need to pick total three points from each of those 3 lines as P 1 （i 1 ,j 1 ）、P 2 （i 2 ,j 2 ） 、 P 3 （i 3 ,j 3 ） ,and measure the distance from each of three lines(or road lane or track line of sports field) to X V of world coordinate system a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 , then take above parameters and camera internal parameters fi,fj,dx,dy(fi,fj are respectively represent the focal length in i direction and j direction(in pixels); dx,dy are respectively represent the horizontal and vertical scale coefficient) into formula (8)、(9) and (10), we can calculate the value of θ、 ψ、 φ,and get the rotation matrix R. In the second situation, there are not obvious vanishing point of three parallel lines, in such a situation, we can pick up each two points from each of those three lines, total six points are
'' , then calculate the gradient of those three lines (k n ). 
According to the formula(3)、（6 -10）、(16), we can calculate the value of θ、 ψ、 φ and obtain the rotation matrix R.
In the third situation, there are no obvious parallel lines on the captured images, in such a situation, we can select six points which are distributed as a double rectangle, the six points are listed as C、D、E、F、G、H，and the line of DG、 EF、CH are consistent with the direction of XV, their distance from each of DG,EF and CH to XV are a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , we can find corresponding six points from pixel coordinate system as c、 d、 e、f、g、h, at this time, three lines dg、ef、ch meet the calculation condition of the second situation, so, we can use the second calculation method to obtain the value of θ、ψ、φ.
B. Calculation of the Value of H
If there are obvious parallel lines on the captured images, we can pick up a straight line which parallel to pixel axis i in pixel coordinate system, then assume this line is intersected with another two parallel lines, find the intersection a,b as shown on figure 5 .If there is no any obvious parallel line on the captured images, we can conduct calculation according to the third situation, in this situation, we can pick up one straight line which parallel to pixel axis i and intersect with any two of ch、 dg、 ef in the pixel coordinate system, then, find the pixel coordinate of the intersection, take them into formula (1)、 (3)and (10) to calculate the value of P、 P and q, then based on the points of a 1 、a 2、 a 3 to calculate the distance d of two parallel lines which intersect with the line we picked up from the pixel coordinate system. Take the value of d into formula (6), we can get h. 
IV. CALIBRATION EXPERIMENT AND DEVIATION ANALYSIS
A. Calibration Experiment
The calculated camera external parameters by method which provided [3] is compared with the calculated parameters by above proposed method. When calculated using the above proposed algorithm, the chosen images have five characteristics, they are: (a) there are three obvious parallel lines and a obvious vanishing point on the captured images; (b) there are three obvious parallel lines but no vanishing point on the captured images;(c) there are two obvious parallel lines and an obvious vanishing point on the captured images;(d) there are two obvious parallel lines but no vanishing point on the captured images;(e) there in no any parallel lines on the captured images. We respectively calculate the θ、ψ、φ、h in each of five images through above method in this article, then compare the rotation vector R and translation vector T with the result which calculated by Opencv method. In this experiment, the camera internal parameters is calibrated by toolbox_calib which provided by Matlab[4], after calibration, we can get the camera main point (c i ,c j ) and the effective focal length f i 、f j 。 The d x 、d y can be obtained by lens parameters. We use a same camera in this experiment, CCD is 8mm*6mm, resolution ratio is 640*480 pixel, then d x =d y =1/80(mm/ pixel). When use Opencv method to do calculation, the method is to use a same cameras and carrier,move standard checkerboard images in the same scene, and continuously capture 20 images.
B. Deviation Analysis
For verifying the correctness of above method, after calculated rotation matrix R and translation matrix T, we picked up a group of feature points which the pixel coordinate and corresponding world coordinate of those points are known. We use rotation matrix R and translation matrix T, what separately calculated by this article proposed method and Opencv, to reverse those points's data in world coordinate system. Then use those results and those feature points's real world coordinate to mean square deviation as the index of evaluation of measuring accuracy [5] . The formula is listed below:
In the formula(17), RMS is the mean square deviation of the recovery point; (X w ,Y w ,Z w ) is the feature points's world coordinate which is calculated by this article proposed method and Opencv method. (X w0 , Y w0 , Z w0 ) is the feature points's real world coordinates. Calculating data is listed in figure 6.
The selected feature points are distributed from near to far along the X V axis, total 20 points. The horizontal axis is X V coordinate, vertical axis is RMS, the calculation result is from (b) (there are three obvious parallel lines but no vanishing point on the captured images).The result by Opencv method are respectively marked in the figure 6. It shows that, with the increase of X V , RMS value has an increasing trend. Meanwhile, the RMS increasing trend by this article proposed method is more gentle than the increasing trend by Opencv.
V. CONCLUSION
According to camera perspective projection principle, three parallel lines have the same vanishing point and different slope on the image plane, there is an intrinsic relation exist between the external parameters of robot's camera, the vanishing point and the slopes. We can deduce the analytical expression of the external parameters of the robot vision camera, we can implement compensation for the camera height by using the inherent characteristics of parallel lines. Experiment result shows, this article proposed method can accurately calibrate the effective height of the camera in undulating road condition. Comparing with some present methods, this method have many advantages such as simple principle, easy operation, strong versatility, diverse implementations, easy to be integrated in the robot vision system. After introducing the image processing technology, the whole calibration process can be carried out automatically, can even be carried out in a moving robot, thus, this method has in certain extent solved the drift problem of robot vision camera parameters.
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